Ford 6.0 fuel pressure

Use our quick instructions for testing fuel pressure in the following Ford 6. To test fuel pressure
in compatible Ford 6. You will need to access the secondary fuel filter, located between the CAC
tube and the air intake tube. The secondary fuel filter is shown in the image below. Testing fuel
pressure on a Ford 6. To further aid in diagnosing a driveability concern, we need to place the
fuel pressure gauge where we can see it while driving:. If you run into any questions about
ordering your Fuel Pressure Test Kit - 6. Test Fuel Pressure in Ford 6. Note: To avoid bathing in
diesel fuel, release the built-up pressure incrementally by removing the fuel filter cap slowly!
Install the aluminum lid supplied in the Fuel Pressure Test Kit - 6. In the center of the aluminum
lid, carefully screw the aluminum fitting also supplied in the Fuel Pressure Test Kit - 6. Screw
the black hose attached to the pressure gauge in the Fuel Pressure Test Kit - 6. Precaution: To
be extra safe with your fuel injectors, we recommend taking a few minutes to bleed the fuel
system: Simply turn the ignition to the On position for 30 seconds, repeating the short process
three times. Start the engine. With the engine idling, check the pressure level on the fuel
pressure gauge. Note: If the fuel pressure regulator is performing properly, the gauge will show
a pressure level of 45psi or more. Testing Fuel Pressure on the Road To further aid in
diagnosing a driveability concern, we need to place the fuel pressure gauge where we can see it
while driving: With the fuel pressure gauge still attached, route the black hose up and over the
cowl. Note: Ensure enough room to carefully close the hood without pinching the hose a
pinched hose would hurt the accuracy of the fuel pressure test. Tape the pressure gauge to the
passenger-side windshield. Start the truck and begin driving. Have a buddy monitor the fuel
pressure gauge while you drive. Safety first! Important: Even during a hard acceleration, the fuel
pressure should remain above 45psi in a good system. Share on Twitter Share on Facebook.
The 6. When that happens, an electrical signal is sent from the FICM to the electrical coils. The
signal magnetizes the coils one at a time. Next, the spool valve is pulled to the apply side, and
high-pressure oil is allowed to flow past the spool and push on the intensifier piston. Then, the
intensifier piston travels down on the fuel plunger, delivering fuel to the nozzle area. When the
PCM decides it is time to release the injector, an electrical signal is sent to the magnetic coil,
pulling the spool valve in the opposite direction. The spool valve moves to the release side, and
the contained high-pressure oil is allowed to flow past the spool upward and exit out of the vent
port. The intensifier piston travels upward from spring pressure, allowing the fuel chamber to
recharge with fuel for the next injection cycle. A faulty injector will cause the engine to smoke or
run rough. But considering the amount of work required to disassemble the engine to the point
of injector replacement, most technicians will replace all of the injectors at the same time. The
high-pressure oil is delivered to the oil manifold via a standpipe. Each rail has a plug, as well. A
common problem is seals that warp under the heat and pressure, leading to a high-pressure oil
leak that causes loss of injector control. There are updated plugs and standpipes available, and
they should be used when replacing injectors. Before removing the retaining bolt for the
injector, properly release the connector pigtail from the cylinder head using a suitable tool such
as the OTC The bolt that secures the injector hold-down bracket requires a long shank T If a
short shank T40 is used, the injector solenoids can be damaged. When the injector clamp bolt is
loosened, the injector will lift up and be released from the cylinder head. Be very careful not to
drop the clamp and bolt into the engine. Prior to installing the injector, it is critical to remove
any oil or debris that may have fallen into the threaded injector clamp hole in the cylinder head.
Failure to do so can cause the injector not to be fully seated, which can lead to compression
leakage in the fuel system and catastrophic damage. Once removed, be sure the compression
seal on the injector tip comes out with the injector. Also, check for any signs of fuel
contamination at the injector fuel inlet screen. If contamination is found, the source must be
located or the replacement injectors will be sure to fail. To install the fuel injector, assemble the
clamp and bolt to the injector, being careful to note the orientation notch. Lubricate the O-rings
with engine oil, install them in the cylinder head, and torque to specifications. The last step
before installing the valve cover is to snap the PCM injector wiring to the injector pigtails. When
trying to make the connection, the pigtail may get pushed back into the cylinder head. To help
prevent premature injector failure , an updated spring is available that boosts the fuel pump
pressure an additional 10 psi. The added pressure ensures that there is adequate fuel in the
injectors at all times. Pockets in the fuel system can cause the injector end to break. Watch how
to replace the fuel pressure regulator on a 6. With the engine back together, the oil and fuel
system must be bled before trying to start it back up. Use the starter wiring connector on the
passenger-side fender to crank the engine over for one minute with the ignition key off. Cycle
the ignition on and off five times. Each time, allow the fuel pump to run for the full 30 seconds
before the PCM turns it off. It is critical not to rev the engine until all of the remaining air in the
oil system is purged. The presence of air can create erratic pressure pulses that damage the
screen on the injection pressure regulator IPR and contaminate the system. Allow the engine to

idle until it reaches operating temperature. Then take it out for a test drive, being careful not to
be hard on the throttle until the truck has driven a couple of miles. To learn more about the
process, including helpful tips, watch our Installation Spotlight video here. Dirty fuel injectors
rob engines of power. Fight back against fuel injector dirt with this useful guide to finding and
fixing issues with fuel injectors. Home Technical Resources Diesel Engines. Ford 6. Related
Information. Read More. Fuel Injector Servicing Dirty fuel injectors rob engines of power.
Quality Brands. Send this to friend Your email Recipient email Send Cancel. Your satisfaction is
very important to us. No refunds will be given on Products that have been installed, tampered
with, contaminated, or disassembled. Jacksonville, FL Shipping costs to send the returned
Products to us are the responsibility of the customer. If an item was purchased with free
shipping, the costs of shipping will be deducted from the refund amount. If it applies, the cost of
the core shipping label will also be deducted from the refund amount. Orders returned beyond
60 days will fall under our Warranty Claim Policy. Please see the Warranty Policy for details.
Once we have inspected the Products and confirmed they are in new and resalable condition as
required by this Policy, we will process your refund. Dieselogic does offer expedited shipping
via UPS. It is important to note that the expedited shipping time refers to the time from orders
leaving our facilities to the shipment destination. Some orders will require production,
assembly, or procurement time before the order is ready to be shipped. Please contact our team
to discuss if your order will be subject to these limitations. Manufactured Again takes products
through a restorative process, using highly refined industrial procedures in a factory setting to
promote greater resource productivity, and aims to reduce waste and avoid pollution. It is the
only form of reuse, re-purpose, repair, or recycle that produces warranted products that meet or
exceed quality and performance expectations. Worn out, missing or non-functioning
components are replaced with new or manufactured again components. After full disassembly
is complete, the part is reassembled and tested for compliance with OEM Bosch performance
specifications with our patented Dieselogic NEO. The NEO provides validity testing of Common
Rail Injection internal calibration emission tolerances and stimulates the aftermarket economy
while lowering emissions for a greener environment. For more info on the NEO click here. Omar,
loved your customer service and thank you for staying late to take care of the shipping
dilemma. I appreciate you going above and beyond. Not to mention my new turbo rocks and my
truck is running like a beast! Thanks again for all you do. Great customer service and working
directly with an owner that cares about his clients is sadly a rarity these days. Terry D. Chris at
Dieselogic did an excellent job of finding the information I needed to get right injectors for my
truck when Dodge and Cummins couldn't. Excellent product and great people to work with from
the order desk to the tech. Thankful that I found a company that backs up what they sell. Thank
You! Very professional and knowledgeable. Took the time to call me to make sure I ordered the
correct parts. Miss , Brittany at Dieselogic was very attentive to my injector needs , very
knowledgeable on my 6. My truck is running great. Good customer service, emailed with
multiple questions and got responses, called and talked to Chris there about some stuff and
gave good clear explanations! I just recently ordered a set of remanufactured injectors for my
06 duramax lbz and so far they are performing flawlessly and it resolved my low fuel rail
pressure code just took the truck on a mile round trip and it never skipped a beat. Dieselogic
was a great place to deal with, the person was nice, the thing I really liked was I'm a do it
yourself guy and a lot of the times when you call and ask questions people want to make you
feel stupid for the questions you asked and don't want to deal with you but Dieselogic wasn't
like that. Omar done an amazing job answering all my questions and processing my order! Very
good customer service! Highly recommend doing business with this guy! Home Ford Your
Vehicle:. Choose your vehicle. Shop by vehicle Year:. Select Year No Models Found. Find Parts
Reset. Shop All Products for 6. SKU: Warning California Proposition 65 Information. Even
simple aftermarket performance upgrades can easily challenge the limits of your stock fuel
system. Increasing the fuel pressure will help prevent damage to your injectors and even extend
injector life. Common pressure increases can be PSI as well as increased engine performance,
increased drivability and smoother power delivery. Due to FAA regulations flammable liquids
fuel additive cannot be shipped via air freight; these items must be shipped via UPS ground
service. We make every effort to ship all orders within 48 hours, excluding weekends and
National Holidays. International Shipping Shipping costs on orders placed outside of the
Contiguous US may not have accurate shipping charges assessed at check out; in this case the
shipping cost will be calculated and we will contact the customer for confirmation of this
charge. Buyer shall be responsible for all shipping, handling, insurance, customs, duties and
import fees, tariffs and taxes, and all other similar costs and charges. Dieselogic reserves the
right to pass any additional shipping expenses incurred from Buyers shipping instructions to
the Buyer. All orders for customers outside of the US for injectors, turbos and pumps; must

send us their cores in advance or pay for them in full. Please contact us at Dieselogic cuts out
the middle man, meaning the same quality at lower prices. Found a better deal elsewhere? Give
us a call at to talk about price matching. We pride ourselves in superior craftsmanship, quality
product lines, and responsive in-house customer service. As leaders in the diesel injection
system remanufacturing and refurbishing industry for over 5 decades, you can shop in
confidence. Email Exclusives. The 6. Most of these problems originate from the factory design.
The new EGR emissions system that was introduced to meet emissions standards at the time, is
a big contributor to the 6. Head studs provide inadequate clamping force so blown head gaskets
are common. Other 6. Fortunately, once these problems are addressed, the trucks are much
more reliable. Some of these problems can be avoided. If you follow a strict 6. Bulletproofed 6.
Bulletproof kits for a 6. Installing a Bulletproof kit is very labor intensive, so expect to pay a
couple thousand in labor costs. While the 6. Our best advice is to look for a late model truck or
a 6. Many of these problems occur early in these trucks lifetimes, so many of the 6. If you are
considering performance modifications, you need to replace these studs. The addition of a
tuner alone can cause cylinder head pressures to rise beyond the capability of the TTY head
studs, ultimately causing head gasket failure. TTY studs cannot be re-used and must be
replaced after being removed from the engine. Aftermarket head studs from ARP are a
must-have for your 6. The stock TTY head studs can last a while under factory conditions.
Because of the layout under the hood, changing the head studs on the 6. It can take a long time,
even for an experienced diesel mechanic. Expect costs of a couple thousand dollars after parts
and labor. The FICM supplies 48 volts to the two solenoids that control oil flow to the fuel
injector. Excessive heat from the engine and vibration can cause the FICM to overheat or fail.
Cold starts impact the FICM negatively by causing excess voltage to be drawn. This can
damage the capacitors in the fuel injection control module. You should replace factory fuel
injection control modules with aftermarket counterparts. They are better at dissipating heat and
more reliable. Reputable FICM rebuilding companies also typically offer a warranty on their
products. Should an issue arise, they will send you a replacement FICM. Aftermarket FICMs also
come available with custom tunes, allowing you to increase horsepower by adjusting fueling.
Many of the problems found on the 6. These trucks require the oil to be cooled significantly
more than other trucks, resulting in Ford equipping the 6. Over time, sand and other large
particles can clog the small passageways of the Oil Cooler, leading to EGR Cooler failure. You
can identify faulty oil coolers by comparing engine oil temperature and coolant temperature. An
operational oil cooler should keep the difference between the two to less than 14 degrees when
driving the truck. We recommend replacing old factory oil coolers whenever this temperature
split becomes apparent. Do NOT choose a cheap oil cooler. You need a quality product! You
can also go purchase another OEM Ford part. This can help you identify problems early. EGR
Coolers on the 6. This reduces NOx emissions. As with all early emissions devices, they
frequently cause problems. Higher operating temperatures are a typical symptom of a clogged
EGR cooler. These higher temperatures commonly cause head gasket failures. The EGR coolers
commonly leak coolant into the exhaust, resulting in white smoke Steam exiting the tail pipe.
When the oil cooler becomes clogged, less coolant enters the EGR Cooler, causing higher
temperatures, boiling coolant, and potential damage. Be careful when ordering this replacement
part, as there are two different style EGR coolers for the 6. The EGR Valve on the 6. The valve
can stick open, causing poor performance. Often times this occurs due to excessive idling or
poor fuel quality. We recommend frequently cleaning the EGR Valve to keep it from
accumulating soot. If you need a new EGR valve, check out some of the links below! The VGT
increases power and greatly lowers spool times. These new VGT turbochargers were very
susceptible to soot build up. This excessive soot can cause the VGT vanes to stick open. When
that occurs, throttle response suffers and turbo spooling times increase. The turbocharger can
sometimes be cleaned by running the truck hard, otherwise, the turbocharger needs to be
removed and cleaned thoroughly. Early 6. The collection of oil in the turbocharger can result in
the oil cooking. This has been the root cause of many all-out turbocharger failures in the 6.
Want recommendations on an aftermarket turbocharger upgrade for your 6. Stiction can cause a
number of problems including hard starts, and the truck running rough when cold. The HEUI
injectors are very sensitive to poor fuel and oil quality. The high pressure oil pump pressurizes
the engine oil. Then, the injectors use this oil to compress fuel. These high pressure oil pumps
are known for complete failures and leaking seals on the 6. You may need to replace it too. The
factory Degas bottle in 6. They crack at the seams and it can result in loss of coolant! Invest in a
solid aluminum Degas bottle like the Mishimoto Degas Bottle pictured below. Make sure you get
a new factory cap too! What can you do to improve longevity on your 6. For starters, consider
not upgrading to performance parts unless it is a product that provides a solution to one of the
above problems. Replace problem parts early, before you start having issues! Be religious when

it comes to your trucks maintenance. Change the oil every 5, miles. Use high quality oil and
consider using additives. Make sure you buy diesel from quality gas stations that have quality
fuel. You can often identify the start of a problem early. For more information on the Ford
SuperDuty Diesel trucks with the 6. This helps support Diesel Resource and allows us to
continue to produce helpful diesel insight and content. Thank you for the support! Want to learn
more about the latest insights in the diesel industry? Signup for our newsletter and stay up to
date on the top trending topics! Founder of Diesel Resource and a complete diesel head. Has a
little bit of problem buying too many trucks. Learn more about him by checking out his truck.
Help Us Get to 1,! Written by Kamil September 7th, Most Common 6. Mishimoto 6. Mishimoto
Polished Degas Bottle 6. Make Kamil's day and share it with a buddy! Best Ford 6. Complete 6.
Complete 7. Comprehensive 3. Comprehensive 6. Ford 3. Ford 6. Ford 7. The Ultimate Guide to
Ford 6. Ultimate Guide to Ford 6. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge Monitors. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. For many
years it has been difficult to find the proper fitting to easily connect a standard fuel pressure
gauge to the 6. We have now sourced the components to bring you a high quality adapter at a
reasonable price. Fuel pressure is very critical on the 6. Low Fuel Pressure is one cause of
premature injector failure. We advise checking fuel pressure any time new injectors are
installed. Our Blue Spring kit is an OEM authorized update to boost fuel pressure and increase
injector life - see related items at bottom of page. Instructions: - Always were safety glasses
when working with pressurized fuel! Skip to main content. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product
breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs
for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30
days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for
new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires.
Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit
assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Loading recommendations for you.
Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout.
We do not have any recommendations at this time. Image Unavailable Image not available for
Color:. AccurateDiesel 6. Brand: AccurateDiesel. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add
all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers.
Show details. Buy the selected items together This item: AccurateDiesel 6. Ships from and sold
by AccurateDiesel. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. KEKAI 6. E-cowlboy 6. Sunluway Fit for Ford Diesel
Engine 6. Next page. Featured items you may like. This item AccurateDiesel 6. Compare with
similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also
bought. Grease goes in, not on the machine. World's best-selling original locking grease
coupler. Rated 10, PSI. Long-lasting rebuildable tool. Motorcraft FD Fuel Filter. See questions
and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. Works perfect! One person found this helpful. Works great Too bad Ford
didn't install this from the factory like most other manufacturers. Worked great on my
powerstroke 6. Very good quality and in a very common test fitting size makes testing the 6. See
all reviews. Page
caterpillar engine repair manuals
triumph motorcycle wiring diagram
boss bv9384nv wiring diagram
s with related products. See and discover other items: an fittings , fuel fitting , fuel injector test
, fuel pressure , 6 an fittings. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Jimmy Zhao. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon

Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

